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,
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template Hensel GSL .
11.2 Generalized Shape Lemma (GSL)
Shape Lemma , $0$ radical , “ ”
$\{x_{1}-fi(x_{\mathcal{R}}), \cdots, x_{\tau}\iota-1-f_{71-1}(Xn), f_{n}(x_{n})\}\cdots(SL)$
. $(SL)$ , $f$ $(.x_{7\mathrm{t}})$
, $x_{1},$ $\cdots$ , Xn-l ,
, $0$ – .
941 1996 84-91 84
, , $(SL)$ , $fi,$ $\cdots$ , $f_{n-1}$
, $f_{n}$ . ,
Buchberger , change-of-oldering ,
, .
Generalized Shape Lemma (GSL) , radical , ,
$\{f_{n}’(x_{n})X_{1}-g_{1}(X_{n}), \cdots, fn(\prime xn)x\mathfrak{n}-1-g_{n-}1(X_{n}), f_{n}(_{X}n)\}\cdots(GsL)$
. , $f_{n}$ $(SL)$ $f_{n}$ – –
, $GCD(f_{\text{ }}, f\prime n)=1$ . , $(GSL)$ ,
$\{(,\frac{g_{1}(\alpha)}{f_{n}(\alpha)}, \cdot. ., \frac{g_{n-1}(\alpha)}{f_{\eta}’(\alpha)}, \alpha)|f_{n}(\alpha)=01$
. , , , $g_{i}$ ) f7
. , $(GSL)$ ,
(S , .
11.3 GSL
GSL , [1] . , [$3|,$ [ $7|$ ,
.
1K , $R=K[X]$ $(X=(x_{1}, \cdots, x_{n}))$ , $I\subset R$ $\mathit{0}$ , $A=$
$I\iota’[X_{1},$
$\cdots,$ $Xn1/I$ $K$ . , $f\in R$ , $M_{f}$ : $Aarrow A$ ,
$M_{f}(g\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} I)=fg\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} I$ .
, $(GSL)$ . , $(GSL)$ $f_{n}$
M trace . , $g_{i}$ , Mx’ trace .
trace , .
, $M_{f}$ trace
. $\mathrm{p}_{0}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}$ library , $M_{f}$ trace , $A$ K- normal
form table , $M_{f}$ , trace .
table , . , $A$ $K$ - $?n$
, $m^{2}$ normal form , .
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11.4 Hensel GSL
, [6] , template ,
change-of-ordering . , GSL .
$R=\mathrm{Q}[X](X=(x_{1}, \cdots, x_{n})),$ $\mathrm{Z}_{P}$ $\mathrm{Z}$ , $P$ , $\phi_{P}$ : $\mathrm{Z}_{p}arrow GF(p)$
.
$2F\subset \mathrm{z}1^{X}$ ], $P$ , $\phi_{p}(Id(F)\cap \mathrm{Z}[X])=Id(\phi p(F))$ , $P$ $F$
compatible .
$3F\subset \mathrm{Z}[X]$ , $<$ , $P$ $F$ $<$ heatf coefficient
, $p$ $(F, <)$ permissible .
$4G\subset \mathrm{Z}[X]$ $<$ $Id(G)$ , $P$ $(G, <)$ permissible
, $p$ $G$ compaiible.
$5p$ $F\subset \mathrm{Z}1^{x}$] compatible . $\overline{G}$ $Id(\phi_{p}(F))$ , $<$ red,uced
, $<$ $\{\overline{g}_{1}, \cdots, \overline{g}_{l}\}$ .
, $g_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $g_{m}\in \mathrm{Z}_{P}[X]$ , $\phi_{p}(g_{i})=\overline{g}_{i}(i=1, \cdots, m)$ , $\{g_{1}, \cdots, g_{\tau n}\}$ ,
$F$ reduced – .
60 $I\subset\dot{R}$ , $\mathrm{Q}[x_{i}]$ $I\cap K[xi]$ $I$ $Xj$
.
70 $I\subset R$ , $S=$ { $x_{1}-fi(x_{n}),$ $\cdots$ , Xn-l $-f_{\tau-1}‘(x_{\mathrm{z}\iota}),$ $f_{n}(x_{n})$ } $\subset I$
, $I=Id(S)$ , $S$ $x_{\mathfrak{n}}$ $I$ Shape Basis .
80 $I\subset R$ , $x_{n}$ $m$ $dim_{\mathrm{Q}}R/I$ – , $I$





Input : $F$ , $V$





$\overline{G}arrow Id$( $\phi_{p}$ (Go)) $V$ redu$ced$
$if\overline{G}$ $x$ Shape Basis then
$\overline{f}arrow x$ – $\in\overline{G}$
(1) if $\exists f\in Id(F)$ $s.t$ . $\phi_{p}(f)=\overline{f}$ then $larrow\{f\}$
else goio again:
for each $v\in V\backslash \{x\}$ do $\{$
$\overline{g}arrow NF\iota_{\mathrm{e}x}(\overline{f}v, \overline{G}’)$ ( normal form)





(3) if $\exists G\subset Id(G)$ $s.t$ . $\phi_{p}(G)=\overline{G}$ then retum $G$
else goto again:
, $F$ , compatibility, permis-
sibility . (1) $f$ , 5, 8 $\mathrm{Q}$
Shape Basis . Shape Basis
, .
(1) (2) , G normal form ,
. , , $P$ –
. , – , – ,
. , – ,
$P$ – .
, .










if count $=\mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}-\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ then $\{$
$countarrow \mathrm{O}_{j}Xarrow inttorat(x, q)$




, - , . ,
termination , , . , fraction-frec
, , $M$ , ,
. , , , , Hensel
.
11.5
, $0$ , $-$ , trace-lifting
Hensel CPU , , GSL
CPU . $\mathrm{s}_{\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}}20/61$ ( $60\mathrm{M}\mathrm{H}_{\mathrm{Z}}$ supersparc), .
, , $\mathrm{Q}$- , .
$C_{6}’$ : cyclic $6-\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{s}[2]\cup\{C-(c_{\mathrm{O}}-c_{1}+2_{C\mathrm{o}}\sim-3c_{3}-4c_{4}+3c_{5}$) $\}(c$ Shape BaSiS)
Mod :modified $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}5-\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\circ\iota_{\mathrm{s}}[2]\cup\{Z-(a-b+2c+d-e))\}(z$ Shape BaSiS)
$K_{n}$ : Katsura-n [4]
GB-TL trace-lifting homogenization
GB-Hensel :Hensel
GSL-Hensel : Hensel GSL
$\mathrm{G}\mathrm{B}-\mathrm{p}_{0}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{o}$ ; GSL (RealSolving in $\mathrm{p}_{0}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}$ library)
GSL-Hensel-para Hensel ( , ) elapsed time
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Shape Basis , , GSL – $f_{n}(x_{\mathfrak{n}})$ –
, – .
, , GSL
. , , Shape Basis , $f_{n}(x_{n})$
, $f_{n}(x_{n})$ . Hensel ,
.
, PoSSo library , Hensel , $C_{6}$
$\mathrm{p}_{0}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}$ , $C\epsilon$ , Hensel GSL
. , $\mathrm{p}_{0}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}$ library , table





, Buchberger strategy , ,
.
, , template
. , , ,
, . ,
$\mathrm{R}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}/\mathrm{A}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}[5]$ , UNIX
. , Asir .
amulet: asir
This is Asir, Version 950831.
Copyright (C) FUJITSU LABORATORIES LIMITED.
3 March 1994. All rights reserved.
$0$
Osec
[1411 $\mathrm{M}=$ [ amulet $1\mathrm{t}$ , $1\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}^{1}’,$ gei $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}^{\mathrm{t}},\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{h}$t $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o},$ parvart$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}$ ltitt]$ $/*$ $*/$
$0\sec$




[1431 $\mathrm{P}=\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}_{\mathrm{P}}$ (spawn, S); $/*$ slave Asir $*/$
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
$0\sec$






[151] $\mathrm{G}=\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}(\mathrm{K},\mathrm{V}, 0)$ $/*$ DRL G-basis $*/$
3.341sec $+$ gc : 2. $29\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}$
[152] $\mathrm{T}=\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}$ $()$ $[3]mathrm{t}\circ 1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{X}-^{\mathrm{g}\mathrm{s}}1_{-^{\mathrm{d}}}$ ( $\mathrm{G},\mathrm{V},0,$ $\mathrm{v}$ ,P)$ print (time () $[3]-\mathrm{T}$ ) $/*$ \sim ) $*/$
$0\sec$
[1531
5.371sec $+\mathrm{g}\mathrm{c}$ : l. lsec $/*$ master CPU time $*/$
[154] 12.4795 $/*$ elapsed time $*/$
$0\sec$
[155] $\mathrm{T}=\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}$ $()$ $[3]$ tolex-gsl ( $\mathrm{G},\mathrm{V},0$ ,V)$ print (time () $[3]-\mathrm{T}$ ) $/*$ $*/$
$0\sec$
[156]
13. $52\sec+$ gc : 2.841sec $/*$ CPU time $*/$
[1571 17.2832 $/*$ elapsed time $*/$
, table mono-
mial ordering , ,
. Hensel , , Hensel
, . , - , -
, Hensel , Chinese Remainder Theorern
) . Fujitsu AP1000 $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}/\mathrm{A}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}$ ,
.
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